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the dolby vision premium and hdr10 premium inputs on the tcl are brighter than their dolby vision and hdr10 counterparts. the dolby vision premium inputs are also much dimmer,
and the hdr10 premium inputs are about as dim as the dolby vision ones, so you may as well stick with the latter. for hdr, both inputs also get much more of a gamma shift. the
sony x900h has two hdmi 2.1 ports (ports 3 and 4) that let you connect a 4k uhd blu-ray player, and you can't connect both at the same time. a 4k uhd blu-ray player allows you to
watch a 1080p version of a 4k content at the same time, which let's you take advantage of hdr when you watch it on your tv. as you can see from the specs page, there is also a 4k
media player, which lets you play ps4 games, but we couldn't test it in 4k at 120hz, as its native resolution is only 1920 x 1080. the sony x900h has two hdmi 2.1 ports (ports 3 and
4) that let you connect a 4k uhd blu-ray player, and you can't connect both at the same time. a 4k uhd blu-ray player allows you to watch a 1080p version of a 4k content at the
same time, which lets you take advantage of hdr when you watch it on your tv. as you can see from the specs page, there is also a 4k media player, which lets you play ps4 games,
but we couldn't test it in 4k at 120hz, as its native resolution is only 1920 x 1080. 1&rpar; the sony x900h has a va panel with a resolution of 3,840 x 2,160, contrast ratio of
5,000:1, hdr brightness of 450 nits, and color gamut of 85 percent dci p3 color space. its native resolution is 4k with 70 hz for hdr, and you can't play ps4 games at native resolution
in 4k at 120 hz. the tv is compatible with the xbr4k series from sony, although it's not certified as such. the xbr4k series include the xbr50x4k, xbr70x4k, and xbr85x4k models.
these models are available at tvs online. we recommend the xbr50x4k and xbr70x4k, which cost $549 and $699, respectively.
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The X900H is a great TV for viewing movies with its 120Hz panel and 4K HDR. There's no color banding and no slow motion, even with HDR10 content. It has the best OLED TV black
level performance and 1ms sub-pixel response time. It's a better option for gaming as it has lower input lag than the X950H. Unfortunately, the picture can look washed out from
the sides and it does have a narrow viewing angle that causes the image to get less accurate at a wider viewing angle. It's also no longer compatible with the HDR10+ standard,

only the current HDR10 version. It's also missing an adjustable peak brightness feature that was only available in the previous firmware update. Unfortunately, this TV is no longer
compatible with Dolby Vision after the last firmware update. Its wide viewing angle and good color handling make it a better choice for viewing movies in dark rooms. The image

suffers from mild motion blurring when viewing in 4k 120Hz mode. The 420W output is inconsistent, so the image may look sharper if the output power of the Sony is set between
400W and 420W. Its steep brightening curve makes it even more suitable for watching dark content than the other TVs. This TV is the only one that supports HDR10 and Dolby

Vision with the Dolby Vision Technology flag. It's the best TV for watching movies, as its picture quality is excellent thanks to its 120Hz panel and great color management. While
it's compatible with both Dolby Vision and HDR10, it's better for Dolby Vision content because it has less banding. It also gets brighter faster than the other TVs. It's one of the

cheapest TVs on this list, but its picture quality is comparable to the LG 70RX70LE7Q or 80RX80LE7Q and the Samsung Q80RQ90D3. 5ec8ef588b
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